We studied the influence of spatial visual attention on the time-course of primed pointing movements. We measured pointing responses to color targets preceded by color stimuli priming either the same or opposite response as the targets. Effects of visual attention at the prime/target locations were studied by giving endogenous attentional cues whose processing was a precondition for performing the task, or exogenous cues, varying both the cue-prime and the prime-target interval.
Introduction
Visual attention and feedforward processing. The modulating effects of visual attention on cortical stimulus processing have been studied extensively. There are several mechanisms how visual selective attention modulates the responses of individual cells (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Yantis & Serences, 2003) , one of them being the modulation of processing sensitivity (e.g., Carrasco, Penpeci-Talgar, & Eckstein, 2000; Corbetta et al., 1991) . Treue and Martínez Trujillo (1999) showed that attention directed to a particular stimulus feature enhanced responses of cells in cortical area MT selective for that stimulus feature. The enhancement was multiplicative, affecting the entire tuning curve. Similar results have been reported for area V4 (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000) , indicating that the effects of attentional enhancement are similar to an increase in effective stimulus contrast (e.g., Boynton, 2005; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004) .
Recently, theoreticians have started to distinguish between two fundamentally different types of visual processing: a rapid feedforward process where visual activation proceeds in bottom-up direction through the visual system (Bullier, 2001; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996; VanRullen & Koch, 2003; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002) , and the slower, recurrent interactions developing in the immediate wake of this "fast feedforward sweep" (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Lamme, P541 -ATTENTION AMPLIFIES RESPONSE PRIMING 4 2002 , 2006 . 1 In the context of such models, visual attention is typically conceived as a top-down influence of areas late in the processing stream on earlier areas via feedback connections, and is thereby linked to reentrant activity developing during processing of a stimulus, as well as the development of visual awareness (DiLollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000; Lamme, 2002 Lamme, , 2006 Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Lamme, Zipser, & Spekreijse, 2002; Tong, 2003) .
However, reentrant attentional processes modulating the response properties of early visual areas could also play a part in the feedforward component of visual processing: If attentional selection is complete before the critical stimuli are presented, attention should be able to aid in all phases of subsequent stimulus processing (Desimone & Duncan, 1995) .
In this paper, we are interested in such effects of attention on the bottom-up flow of information, examining attentional effects in a response priming paradigm. We investigated the time-course of primed pointing movements because this variant of response priming has been strongly linked to the initial feedforward component of visuomotor processing.
Response priming and rapid-chase theory. In the standard response priming paradigm (Klotz & Neumann, 1999; Neumann & Klotz, 1994) , participants have to perform a speeded response to a target stimulus that is preceded by a prime stimulus triggering either the same response as the target (consistent prime) or the opposite response (inconsistent prime).
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Consistent primes speed responses while inconsistent primes prolong them, and this priming effect increases with stimulusonset asynchrony (SOA) between prime and target onset, up to SOAs of about 100 ms (Vorberg, Mattler, Heinecke, Schmidt, & Schwarzbach, 2003) . Inconsistent primes can actually elicit the wrong response, particularly at long SOAs, while response errors rarely occur with consistent primes. Strikingly, response priming effects are independent of visual awareness of the prime: Their increase with SOA is invariant no matter whether the prime can be identified perfectly or not at all, and no matter whether prime identification performance increases or decreases with SOA (Mattler, 2003; Schmidt & Vorberg, 2006; Vorberg et al., 2003) . These dissociations suggest that priming effects reflect a fast-acting impact of the prime on motor responses which is independent of subsequent masking processes, whereas visual awareness of the prime develops later and integrates information from both primes and masks (DiLollo et al., 2000; Lamme et al., 2002) .
Results from psychophysiological and imaging studies have indeed shown that primes directly initiate the specific motor responses assigned to them, leading to elicitation of lateralized readiness potentials (LRPs, Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998 Leuthold & Kopp, 1998; Vath & Schmidt, 2007; Verleger, Jaśkowski, Aydemir, van der Lubbe, & Groen, 2004) and lateralized metabolic activity in motor areas (Dehaene et al., 1998) . These effects can also be traced in overt pointing responses. In a study by Schmidt, Niehaus, and Nagel (2006; Schmidt, 2002) , one red and one green target were presented simultaneously in diagonally opposite quadrants of a display, preceded by one red and one green prime at the same two locations. Primes could either have the same colors as the targets (consistent primes), or prime colors could be switched with respect to target colors (inconsistent primes). Speeded pointing responses toward the target of appointed color were strongly affected by the primes: The onset of the pointing movements was time-locked to primes rather than targets, and in many trials the initial response was actually in the direction of the primes, even if this movement direction turned out to be misleading and the movement had to be reversed in mid-flight. Importantly, the early time-course of the pointing trajectories was invariant across different target types and prime-target SOAs. This crucial finding suggests that pointing responses were initially independent of all target characteristics, driven solely by the prime signal. Vath & Schmidt, 2007; see Vorberg et al., 2003 , for a mathematical model) proposed a rapid chase theory of response priming that links visuomotor priming to feedforward processing. This framework assumes that prime and target signals are transmitted sequentially by early feedforward waves of visuomotor processing (Bullier, 2001; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Thorpe et al., 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2002) elicited in turn by primes and targets. Prime and target signals are able to directly initiate the motor responses assigned to them, with no need for conscious mediation (direct parameter specification, Neumann, 1990; Neumann & Klotz, 1994; cf. Kunde, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2003 .
Note that the rapid-chase criteria do not guarantee that a stimulus-response system is strictly feedforward in all its substages, and they actually do not require such a strict assumption, but they reveal when a system is behaviorally equivalent to a simple feedforward system. All three criteria were beautifully met by the data in Schmidt et al.'s (2006) study, as well as in comparable studies using pointing movements and LRPs (Schmidt, 2002; Vath & Schmidt, 2007) , linking response priming to sequential feedforward processing of prime and target signals.
Overview of the experiments. In this paper, our goal is to show that visual attention deployed just in time before the presentation of the primes modulates the entire time-course of the unfolding priming effect in a way consistent with modulation of the feedforward processing component, i.e., in accordance with the rapid-chase criteria. In Experiment 1, modulation of the priming effect is induced by spatial precues supposed to summon attention exogenously toward or away from the relevant stimulus positions (Yantis & Jonides, 1990) .
Experiment 2 extends this result to endogenous precues in a situation where spatial selection is a necessary precondition to performing the task at all, so that all priming effects are P541 -ATTENTION AMPLIFIES RESPONSE PRIMING 9 conditional on selective attention (selection for action; Allport, 1989) .
Experiment 1
We employed the primed-pointing procedure developed by Schmidt (2002; . Two isoluminant annular targets, one red and one green, appeared in diagonally opposite quadrants of the display (Figure 1, upper Participants were debriefed after the final session and received an explanation of the experiment. All of them gave informed consent and were treated in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the American Psychological Association.
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Apparatus. The experiment was controlled by a 300-Mhz personal computer driving a 14" VGA color monitor ( Kinematic parameters were extracted by jackknifing methods (Ulrich & Miller, 2001) . Pointing trajectories of the n participants were averaged across each subsample of (n -1) shown that variances and standard errors of the movement parameters extracted this way are too small by a factor of (n -1)² and (n -1), respectively (Ulrich & Miller, 2001) . F tests and standard error bars were corrected accordingly to estimate variation among participants rather than subsamples. After the primes and targets had occurred, the sensor remained at rest for a while. Roughly 200 ms after prime onset, it started to move, and on average the movement was directed towards the primes rather than the targets. In consistent trials, this was the correct direction; the sensor traveled continuously in the direction of the correct target until the response was completed. In inconsistent trials, however, the sensor tended to detour into the quadrant specified by the misleading prime before reversing and proceeding in the correct direction. This detour was the longer and reached the further into the wrong quadrant the more time had elapsed between primes and targets. Fig. 3c ) occurred almost exclusively in inconsistent trials, and there the error rates increased with SOA more steeply in valid than in invalid trials.
Results
Priming effects in peak velocities. Overall, priming effects at arrival were markedly smaller than those evaluated at the earlier criterion. This happened because pointing movements in inconsistent trials became faster than those in consistent trials, allowing the inconsistent trajectories to partly catch up with the consistent ones (Fig. 3d) . Once the trajectories in inconsistent trials had completed their detour toward the misleading prime, they reached higher peak velocities than those in consistent trials, F(1, 9) = 13.68, p = .005, and this difference became larger with SOA, F(2, 18) = 7.82, p = .004. Overall, peak velocity increased with SOA, F(2, 18) = 4.56, p = .025.
---Insert Fig. 3 ---
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Trajectorial priming effects. Trajectorial priming effects (Fig. 2 , lower panel) strongly depended on cue validity and SOA. Onset times of trajectorial priming effects were defined as those times (from prime onset) when the effect first fell below -3 mm (meaning that the sensor position in inconsistent trials lagged at least 3 mm behind that in consistent trials).
With increasing SOA, these onset times became shorter, F(2, 18) = 3.35, p = .06 (Fig. 4a) , peak amplitudes of the priming function became more negative, F(2, 18) = 90.13, p < .001
( Fig. 4b) , and the peak velocity of the priming function increased, F(2, 18) = 31.94, p < .001 (Fig. 4c) . With valid compared to invalid cues, peak amplitudes were more negative, F(1, 9) = 35.34, p < .001, and priming developed at higher velocity, F(1, 9) = 14.30, p = .004.
---Insert Fig. 4 ---
Discussion
Our results are in line with previous findings (Schmidt, 2002; . On average, responses started at a fixed time following prime onset and initially went into the direction specified by the primes instead of the targets. When primes and targets were consistent, this initial direction was correct, and the sensor simply traveled towards the correct target until the response was completed. When primes and P541 -ATTENTION AMPLIFIES RESPONSE PRIMING 18 targets were inconsistent, however, the sensor initially traveled into the quadrant occupied by the misleading prime.
This detour into the wrong quadrant lasted for a time directly depending on prime-target SOA; then the movements reversed and finally proceeded in the correct direction. As a result, inconsistent primes delayed responses in the correct direction, and these delays increased with prime-target SOA.
On average, pointing and priming onsets were strictly timelocked to prime onset even though participants were supposed to respond to the targets, whereas correction movements during inconsistent trials were time-locked to target onset.
Priming effects were clearly affected by cue validity, The overall data pattern suggests that pointing responses were controlled sequentially by prime and target signals, such that the response was initiated by the prime and captured in mid-flight by the target signal, as suggested by rapid-chase theory (Schmidt et al., 2003; Vath & Schmidt, 2007) . This conclusion is corroborated by the analysis of response errors (i.e., actual arrivals at the incorrect target), which were low in consistent trials where both prime and target activated the correct response, but larger in inconsistent trials where the prime first activated a response in the incorrect direction. Error rates strongly increased with SOA in those trials, presumably reflecting responses that were driven on by the misleading prime signal and failed to be reversed by the target signal before they reached completion.
When inconsistently primed movements finally started to go in the correct direction, they became about 30 % faster than consistently primed movements. This pattern was already observed in earlier studies of primed pointing movements (Schmidt, 2000; and primed LRPs (Vath & Schmidt, 2007) . We can offer two explanations. First, the speed-up of inconsistent trajectories might be related to the reversal of response priming effects observed at SOAs beyond 100 ms (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998) In Experiment 1, we used attention to modulate the dynamics of a visuomotor task that could just the same have been completed without attentional cues. In Experiment 2, our goal was to create a task where visual selective attention was a necessary precondition for performing the task at all, and also necessary for allowing a priming effect to develop.
We studied the impact of endogenously controlled attention (Yantis & Serences, 2003) on priming by presenting a circular configuration of ten possible targets preceded by ten primes at the same positions (Fig. 1, lower panel) . Stimulus configurations were such that neighboring stimuli would be alternatingly red and green, and a red target or prime would always lie opposite to a green one. Participants responded to one pair of opposite targets by pointing to the target of appointed color. To know which of the target pairs to respond to, they had to process a cue presented before prime onset,
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which indicated the relevant pair of opposing targets. The peculiarity of this design is that primes as well as targets should have a spatially neutral impact on pointing movements unless spatial selection of the cued locations has taken place. Visual selection is thus necessary for performing the task ("selection for action"; Allport, 1989) and for obtaining spatially directed priming effects, not just a modulating influence on performance.
Methods
Participants. Eight right-handed students from the University of Göttingen (7 female with prime-target SOA, F(2, 14) = 31.25, p < .001 (Fig. 6a) .
Crossing times generally increased with SOA, F(2, 14) = 27.92, p = .001, mainly due to increasing times in inconsistent trials. Importantly, priming effects also increased with cueing interval, F(1, 7) = 6.47, p = .010, suggesting that primes had a larger impact on the response when more time was available to select the relevant positions.
---Insert Fig. 6 ---Priming effects in arrival times. Arrival times (Fig. 6b) showed the same overall pattern, with earlier arrivals in consistent compared to inconsistent trials, F(1, 7) = 87.23, p < .001, and a strong increase of this priming effect with SOA, (Fig. 3c) occurred almost exclusively in inconsistent trials, and there increased markedly with SOA and cueing interval.
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Priming effects in peak velocities. In contrast to Experiment 1, there was no significant effect of prime-target consistency on peak velocities, F(1, 7) = 2.09, p = .192 (Fig.   6d ). The only noteworthy effects were an increase in peak velocity with cueing interval, F(2, 14) = 4.46, p = .032, and prime-target SOA, F(2, 14) = 3.23, p = .070.
Trajectorial priming effects. Trajectorial priming functions (Fig. 5, lower panel) were established as in Experiment 1. Again, their time course strongly depended on cueing interval and prime-target SOA. With increasing SOA, onset times became shorter, F(2, 14) = 22.32, p < .001 ( Fig.   7a ), peak amplitudes of the priming function became more negative, F(2, 14) = 57.19, p < .001 (Fig. 4b) , and the peak velocities of the priming function became higher, F(2, 14) = 57.62, p < .001 (Fig. 4c ). Increasing cueing interval had a similar effect on the onset times, peak amplitudes, and peak velocities of the trajectorial priming effects, F(2, 14) = 5.26, 29.74, and 8.57, respectively, all p ≤ .020. The interaction between cueing interval and prime-target SOA was significant only for the peak amplitudes, F(4, 28) = 7.14, p < .001, which increased more steeply with SOA at longer cueing intervals.
---Insert Fig. 7 ---
Whereas Experiment 1 only demonstrates modulation of a priming effect by visual attention, Experiment 2 employs a selection-for-action paradigm where spatial selection of the relevant locations is a prerequisite for performing the task at all. Priming effects were highly similar to those measured in Experiment 1 and earlier studies (Schmidt, 2002; , and clearly increased with cueing interval, suggesting that primes had a higher impact on responses to the targets when more time was available to select the relevant locations. Importantly, priming effects were directional, leading away from the correct target position in inconsistent
trials. These detours demonstrate that spatial selection of specific primes must have taken place, because without such selection, primes could not have exerted a spatially directed influence on the pointing response. Even though clear priming effects were observed in arrival times and error rates at a cueing interval as short as 100 ms, these effects nearly tripled in size when the cueing interval was increased to 500 ms. Again, attention modulated the entire time-course of the pointing trajectory: The trajectorial priming function had an earlier onset, reached larger peak amplitudes, and developed with higher peak velocities the longer the cueing interval.
Results suggest that with increasing cueing interval, spatially selective attention more and more efficiently molds into the cued locations (McMains & Somers, 2004) . The earlier attention is deployed at selected locations, the more it will P541 -ATTENTION AMPLIFIES RESPONSE PRIMING 26 enhance visuomotor processing of upcoming stimuli, thereby amplifying the effects of the primes. In contrast, if selection is still incomplete upon arrival of the primes, priming effects will be reduced because the prime display cannot initiate a spatially directed motor response.
General Discussion
Both experiments reported here show that visual attention enhances response priming effects generated by upcoming Here, we apply them to the second and third of three signals traversing the system, the first one being the attentional cue. However, this does not explain why the rapid-chase (Schmidt et al., 2006, Exp. 2) but never at longer SOAs (Schmidt, 2002; Schmidt & Schmidt, in prep.; Vath & Schmidt, 2007) . reported by Kiefer and Brendel (2006) and Lachter, Forster, and Ruthruff (2004) Primes and targets appeared independently either above or below the fixation point, and attention toward the prime was manipulated by flashing a visual precue 100 ms before prime onset at either the prime's or the opposite location.
Consistent with our findings, the magnitude of the priming effect was larger for primes at cued compared to uncued positions. Because the prime-target SOAs employed by Sumner et al. (2006) were much longer than in the present study, in a range where priming effects can actually reverse under suitable stimulus conditions (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998 Lingnau & Vorberg, 2005; Lleras & Enns, 2004; Verleger et al., 2004) , that study , it is difficult to predict the effects of pure signal or motor enhancement without explicitly modeling the full time-course of priming (Lingnau & Vorberg, 2005) .
The attentional effects reported here are in line with a signal enhancement interpretation: They are indistinguishable from those obtained by manipulating color contrast directly P541 -ATTENTION AMPLIFIES RESPONSE PRIMING 31 , consistent with the idea that visual attention enhances the effective contrast of the prime signal (Boynton, 2005; McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Reynolds et al., 2000; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004; Treue & Martínez Trujillo, 1999) . Moreover, we can rule out at least two alternative interpretations. First, the increase in pointing velocities in valid compared to invalid trials speaks against the notion that attention merely prepones processing of the prime without changing the subsequent time-course of processing. Second, Experiment 2 rules out the idea that attention has an unspecific (nondirectional) effect on the motor system, e.g., in the majority of trials, priming is manifest in the delayed onset of responses . These covert processes can be examined electrophysiologically (Vath & Schmidt, 2007) . Here we assume that the sequential response activation processes at work are identical for overt and covert priming effects. (Ulrich & Miller, 2001) , corrected for between-subjects variance (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . 
